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Abstract.  Educators and policy-makers have advocated for reform of undergraduate biology education, 
calling for greater integration of mathematics and physics in the biology curriculum. While these calls re-
flect the increasingly interdisciplinary nature of biology research, crossing disciplinary boundaries in the 
classroom carries epistemological challenges for both instructors and students. In this paper we expand on 
the construct of authenticity to better describe and understand disciplinary practices, in particular to examine 
those used in physics and biology courses. We then apply these ideas to examine an introductory biology 
course that incorporates physics and mathematics. We characterize the uses of interdisciplinary tools in this 
biology course and contrast them with the typical uses of these tools in physics courses. Finally, we examine 
student responses to the use of mathematics and physics in this course, to better understand the challenges 
and consequences of using interdisciplinary tools in introductory courses. We link these results to the reform 
initiatives of introductory physics courses for life-science students.  
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INTRODUCTION 
In 2009 the National Academies published a re-
port advocating for a new vision of the biological 
discipline to meet the economic and social chal-
lenges of the 21st century . In particular, the report 
envisioned a new approach to research in biology 
that draws from many scientific disciplines and 
collaborations across organizations:  
The essence of New Biology is integra-
tion — re-integration of the many subdis-
ciplines of biology, and the integration 
into biology of physicists, chemists, com-
puter scientists, engineers, and mathema-
ticians to create a research community 
with the capacity to tackle a broad range 
of scientific and societal problems. (p. 
vii) 
As part of this call for reform, the National 
Academies recommended further changes in how 
scientists are educated and trained, particularly at 
the undergraduate level. They advocated for more 
interdisciplinary courses, greater integration of 
biology in introductory physics (likewise, more 
physics and mathematics in introductory biolo-
gy), and pedagogies centered on solving complex, 
real-world scientific problems that require inter-
disciplinary tools. These recommendations fol-
lowed other national reports evaluating and re-
envisioning science education [1-5], most notably 
the 2003 National Research Council report, 
Bio2010: Transforming Undergraduate Educa-
tion for Future Research Biologists, and the 2009 
report by AAMC-HHMI, Scientific Foundations 
for Future Physicians. These reports have the 
potential to dramatically impact physics educa-
tion, specifically the introductory courses for life-
science majors. For example, the AAMC-HHMI 
report recommended a shift in requirements for 
pre-medical students from the completion of spe-
cific courses to demonstration of various compe-
tencies. Notably, they called for students to 
demonstrate specific mathematics and physics 
proficiencies, many of which are not currently 
taught in undergraduate biology and pre-medical 
programs [6]. In response to the calls for change, 
the physics education community has started 
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conversations about transforming introductory 
physics courses for life-science majors (IPLS 
courses) [7]. Conferences such as the 2009 Con-
ference on Physics in Undergraduate Quantitative 
Life Science Education, and special sessions at 
meetings of the American Physical Society and 
the American Association of Physics Teachers 
have provided platforms for curriculum develop-
ers and instructors to share materials and ap-
proaches that incorporate more connections to 
biology.  
In addition to the instructional challenges 
posed for IPLS courses, the physics education 
research community also faces new challenges. 
Transforming these courses will not only require 
adding new content, but bring together different 
ways of thinking about, building, and interacting 
with scientific knowledge. While there have been 
great advances in understanding student episte-
mologies in physics [8-12] and in developing new 
pedagogical approaches to address these ideas 
[13], the reforms of IPLS courses necessitate 
new, complementary research directions at the 
boundary of physics and biology education. In 
science education, the research that has examined 
disciplinary practices has primarily treated sci-
ence as a homogeneous field, ignoring the differ-
ences between the disciplines, such as in [14], 
[15]. While there are commonalities across the 
sciences, there also exist important differences 
even among subdisciplines that can impact how 
these subjects are taught. For example, Mayr ar-
gues that evolutionary biology, as a historical sci-
ence, focuses more on building and testing histor-
ical narratives than on the experimental method-
ology prevalent in physical sciences or functional 
biology [16].  Therefore, alongside interdiscipli-
nary reforms, there needs to be research efforts to 
understand how to characterize disciplinary dif-
ferences in science, particularly in classroom ac-
tivities. For IPLS courses, understanding the au-
thentic practices of biology, physics, and mathe-
matics will enable instructors to make discipli-
nary differences explicit and help students navi-
gate and make connections between the disci-
plines. Ultimately, as these courses are reformed, 
we need to examine how students perform in, 
interact with, and respond to these new interdis-
ciplinary curricular environments, building on 
and comparing to previous research in physics.    
In this paper, we offer a theoretical lens for 
considering differing disciplinary practices across 
the sciences. The goal of this work is to enhance 
the development of and research on interdiscipli-
nary science courses. For IPLS course reforms, 
we can use this lens to guide the needed investi-
gations into the different approaches physics and 
biology courses take when using mathematics and 
physics. For example, understanding which phys-
ics ideas biology courses use and how they use 
them is critical in developing IPLS courses that 
bridge these disciplines. Here we examine an in-
troductory biology course that incorporates phys-
ics and mathematics to understand organismal 
biology. Our analysis serves two purposes: (1) to 
illustrate how our theoretical approach can be 
used to characterize disciplinary practices in the 
science classroom and (2) to provide greater in-
sight on the intersection of the disciplinary prac-
tices of biology and physics. Importantly, we also 
examine student responses to the use of mathe-
matics and physics in this course. Characterizing 
interdisciplinary contexts and investigating stu-
dent responses to them will allow us to better un-
derstand the challenges and consequences of us-
ing interdisciplinary tools in introductory courses. 
To make sense of how and when to cross disci-
plinary boundaries in the physics classroom, we 
need productive ways of thinking and organizing 
our understanding about the scientific disciplines. 
In this section, we build on previous work on dis-
ciplinary authenticity [17], [18], which will help 
us consider similarities and differences among 
physics, mathematics, and the biological sub-
disciplines. While Brown, Collins, and Duguid 
introduce authentic activities as the “ordinary 
practices of the culture,” (p. 34) we expand on 
their description to better identify and character-
ize authenticity in scientific disciplines. We de-
fine authentic activities in science as those that 
use tools — such as concepts, equations, or phys-
ical tools — in ways and for purposes that reflect 
how the disciplines build, organize, and assess 
knowledge about the world. With this characteri-
zation, disciplinary authenticity resides in the ac-
tivities of the participants, as situated in the 
broader research community and as reflected in 
the course context.  
We start our discussion by examining a physics ex-
am problem, which allows us to unpack how students 
are typically asked to use the tools of physics in IPLS 
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courses and discuss how these uses reflect the discipli-
nary practices of physics. We then use this as a touch-
stone example as we expand the construct of discipli-
nary authenticity to account for both the different tools 
and the different uses of the same tools across the sci-
ence disciplines. 
Analyzing an introductory physics problem  
for life-science majors 
In Figure 1 we present an exam problem taken 
from an introductory physics course for life-
science majors.1 Answering this question correct-
ly requires thinking about the physical situation 
— understanding the motion of both the cheetah 
and the pronghorn. While part (A) of the problem 
is a one-step calculation,2 part (B) involves de-
composing the problem into smaller steps, each 
of which relates to the physical situation, e.g. fig-
uring out the distance the cheetah can cover while 
accelerating. Once each step is figured out, the 
different pieces then need to be synthesized to 
fully understand how they relate to one another 
and to the question at hand. 
Part (B) of this exam problem also asks stu-
dents to translate between their interpretation of 
the physical situation and the mathematical for-
malisms. This translation requires that the equa-
tions mean more than just symbols and their defi-
nitions—the “d” is not just some distance, but 
how far the cheetah can run. Furthermore, in each 
of the different pieces of the solution, students 
have to alternate between the physics and math to 
see how the structure of the physical situation 
organizes and constrains how the kinematic equa-
tions can be applied. For example, the same equa-
tion can be used in multiple ways depending on 
whether the animal is accelerating or at a constant 
velocity. Although this problem requires reason-
ing with the equations, the mathematics is used in 
service of understanding the physical situation 
and calculating specific parameters to character-
ize it.  
                                                      
1 This problem was posed in a course that was reformed to help 
students to learn to think scientifically. The instructors explicitly 
focused on the epistemology of physics, asking students to partic-
ipate in ways that reflect the activities of physics. See Ref. [13] 
2 This one-step calculation is meant to prime the students away from 
using the acceleration formula for distance (½at2) in the next part 
and to use instead the more conceptual formula for accelerated 
distance (vav Δt). 
The pronghorn antelope in the Western Great 
Plains of the US is one of the fastest animals on 
the planet.  But it has outlived all its predators 
and now runs where none pursues.  Let’s imagine 
a cheetah-like predator in the period tens of thou-
sands of years ago when the pronghorn evolved 
its speed.  
A cheetah is one of the fastest animals, but it can 
only maintain its high speed for a short time.  The 
pronghorn can continue to run at a steady pace of 
80 km/hr for a long time. Here are some of the 
parameters of the cheetah’s motion. 
     Max speed 120 km/hr  
     Can accelerate from 0 to 120 km/hr  
 in 3 seconds  
     Can maintain max speed (sprint)  
 for about 30 seconds.  
     After its initial high-speed sprint, it quickly  
 drops to a steady pace of  ~70 km/hr.  
(A) During the time it is accelerating, what is the 
cheetah’s average acceleration, <a>, and its aver-
age speed, <v>? Show your work in the space 
below and put your answers in the box at the 
right.  
(B) Suppose the cheetah comes across a herd of 
antelope running at a steady pace of 80 km/hr.  
As soon as they see the cheetah, they wheel and 
run directly away from the cheetah.  How far 
from the cheetah do the pronghorns have to be if 
they are to be safe?  Explain your reasoning.  
Fig. 1. An exam problem from a reformed IPLS course. 
 
Finally, this problem also involves several 
simplifications and assumptions. For example, 
students must assume that the pronghorn do not 
need time to accelerate and that the cheetah’s de-
celeration from 120 km/hr to 70 km/hr occurs on 
a negligible time scale. By not including the rele-
vant information, this problem sends cues to the 
students that these assumptions are valid, at least 
for the purposes of this exam. The problem re-
stricts the scope of the cheetah’s chase of the 
pronghorn to a handful of motions and parame-
ters. This allows students to focus on how the 
distance between an accelerating object and an 
object at constant speed changes over time. 
This exam problem, which requires multistep rea-
soning, translating between the physical situation and 
mathematics, and making simplifying assumptions, 
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reflects specific aspects of the epistemology of phys-
ics. It asks students to engage in activities that mirror 
how physicists create new knowledge via problem-
solving. The results of these activities are also ground-
ed in the physics discipline. Students need to use the 
tools of physics, including mathematical formalisms, 
to obtain a numerical solution for the class of initial 
configurations needed to reach a given final outcome. 
Furthermore, solving this problem allows for deeper 
physical understanding of how distance varies between 
objects that are at changing or constant velocities. This 
problem was a part of an exam with additional kine-
matics problems, but the other problems involved toy 
cars or pulling boxes to examine the relationships be-
tween force, acceleration, velocity, and position. 
Using authenticity to understand  
disciplinary differences  
In this one exam problem, students are asked to 
use mathematical and physical tools in particular 
ways and for specific ends that are authentic to 
the physics discipline. These activities are authen-
tic in the way that Brown, Collins, and Duguid 
[17] describe as reflecting the practices of a cul-
ture. In the culture of physics, specific ways of 
thinking, building knowledge, and communi-
cating that knowledge are emphasized and val-
ued. While these activities and evaluations have 
been and are continuing to be negotiated by 
members of the physics community, there exists a 
set of practices and values that are shared within 
the physics discipline and make it distinct even 
from the other sciences. 
Brown, et al. use the construct of authentici-
ty to indict the distinctions between school activi-
ties and those of practitioners. They argue that 
many of the activities that students engage in 
while in school “would not make sense or be en-
dorsed by the cultures” of the discipline to which 
they are ascribed. Citing the situated nature of 
knowledge, Brown, et al. advocate for thinking of 
knowledge and concepts not as abstract entities, 
but as conceptual tools whose meanings are inex-
tricably linked to the context and culture in which 
they are used. They draw attention to differences 
in how tools are used, as a function of the culture 
and activities in which they were developed. “The 
occasions and conditions for use arise directly out 
of the context of activities of each community 
that uses the tool, framed by the way members of 
that community see the world.” (p. 33) Therefore, 
to be able to appropriately use the tools of a dis-
cipline, students need to learn these conceptual 
tools as a part of the communities and cultures 
that employ them, by engaging in the authentic 
activities of practitioners.  
Researchers in science education have built 
on this idea of disciplinary authenticity [18] to 
examine scientific inquiry in research and in 
classrooms [19-23]. Chinn and Malhotra [19] in-
fer and compare the cognitive processes in scien-
tific research and typical classroom inquiry tasks, 
finding that the reasoning processes evoked are 
qualitatively different. The authors determined 
authenticity based on whether a task would evoke 
a given reasoning process, such as generating re-
search questions. They developed these criteria 
by drawing from literature in philosophy and his-
tory of science, but primarily treat science as a 
unitary discipline. Other conceptualizations of 
disciplinary authenticity may use different crite-
ria, yet still do not parse between the different 
science disciplines and subdisciplines [20], [22], 
[23]. Lee and Songer [21] take a more narrow 
approach at characterizing authenticity when 
looking at tasks in meteorology. They examined 
student explanations for features that were char-
acteristic in professional meteorologists’ explana-
tions, such as consideration of multiple meteoro-
logical entities. Their criteria for determining au-
thenticity was less focused on the specific prac-
tices of meteorology, but rather what knowledge 
students used to create explanations.  
Applying the idea of authenticity to the calls 
for interdisciplinary science curricula for biology 
students, it becomes critical to understand the 
activities of biologists, physicists, and other sci-
entists—and the similarities and differences be-
tween them. Brown et al. touch upon the discipli-
nary specificity of authentic activities and tool 
use, citing that physicists and engineers use 
mathematical formulae differently. However, 
their framework needs additional tools for un-
packing disciplinary differences in authenticity. 
How do we determine which practices are authen-
tic to a discipline? How do we then describe the 
authenticity of these practices? Furthermore, how 
do we make sense of similarities and differences 
among disciplinary practices? We build on their 
work to expand and specify what we take as au-
thenticity, grounding this construct in the episte-
mology of different science disciplines.  
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What tools to use 
While disciplinary and subdisciplinary 
boundaries in science may seem artificial and 
artifacts of the structural constraints of academia, 
there are substantive differences that allow for the 
parsing of science into different (yet over-
lapping) communities and cultures. Examining 
what tools different disciplines and subdisciplines 
use to understand phenomena, build new 
knowledge, and solve problems is a first step at 
unpacking what it means to authentically engage 
in the different disciplinary practices. To investi-
gate the feet of a gecko, physicists may use the 
conceptual tools of van der Waals forces or capil-
larity to understand how the gecko can climb 
smooth surfaces, while an evolutionary biologist 
may focus on the history of the lamellae on the 
toes, comparing the modern-day gecko with the 
fossils of its prehistoric ancestors. The physicist 
and biologist may be studying similar phenome-
na, but use different tools, which will ultimately 
enable them to understand different, yet comple-
mentary, aspects of the gecko. 
Of course, there is a great deal of overlap in 
the conceptual tools used across the scientific 
disciplines. For example, many disciplines can 
use the same principle, such as the Second Law 
of Thermodynamics. Furthermore, as discussed in 
the introduction, biology as a discipline is being 
called to use more of the tools of mathematics 
and physics. In the gecko example, understanding 
van der Waals forces and capillarity helps provide 
biologists with a deeper understanding of the evo-
lutionary affordances and constraints that physics 
imposes. Often the goals of integrating the disci-
plines is to allow for the sharing the tools of one 
discipline to help broaden the scope of another. In 
fact, research in gecko adhesion is an excellent 
example of how interdisciplinary research teams 
can collaborate to make significant advances in 
science [24]. 
Much of the policy reports and conversations about 
the transformations of introductory physics courses 
have centered on what tools from physics would be 
most helpful and relevant to biology. However, just as 
Brown et al. cited that carpenters and cabinet-makers 
can use chisels differently; scientists may use the same 
conceptual tools differently, depending on the goals 
and purposes for their use. 
For what ends are these tools used 
In our gecko example, the biologist and 
physicist are not just using different tools to ex-
amine the gecko, but there also may be differ-
ences in their goals of their analyses. From a 
physics and engineering perspective, focus on the 
mechanism of gecko adhesion is paramount to 
understand the fundamental forces causing this 
specific phenomenon and to engineer new nano-
materials that mimic the gecko’s stickiness [25]. 
From an evolutionary perspective, biologists may 
be striving to understand how geckos function in 
their natural environment, which entails not just 
narrowly understanding the material properties, 
but also how these properties fit in with 
knowledge about the entire organism, its evolu-
tionary history, and the environmental constraints 
of its surroundings [26]. Therefore, a materials 
scientist and evolutionary biologist may use the 
same conceptual tool of van der Waals force, but 
for different purposes. This underscores that au-
thenticity lies in how the tool is used and for what 
purpose, and not in the tool itself – in this case, 
the concept of van der Waals force. It would not 
suffice to consider tools independent from the 
activity and problem the tool is being used to ad-
dress [17], [27].  
Applying these ideas to the classroom, looking at 
the broader contexts in which a problem is situated 
will therefore be critical when thinking about authen-
ticity. However, these problem contexts must be char-
acterized not just by the features of the problem, but 
also what activities are required and, importantly, for 
what ends. For example, a final exam in a calculus 
class for biology students asked the problem shown in 
Figure 2. Its purpose is to ask students to set up an 
integral relating density to total amount. While the 
problem context appears biology-related, the activities 
that students engage in to solve this problem are only 
related to obtaining the mathematical expression, not 
to applying the expression to make sense of the effects 
of the population distribution of fish, for example. For 
these different purposes how one needs to think about 
and use this equation changes. As noted in [28], scien-
tists interested in the fish population would likely at-
tend to the units and be dismayed that the numbers 
represent different objects throughout the equation: 
“1” in the numerator represents length, while the “1” 
in the denominator is an area. However, if the purpose 
is solely to manipulate the equation and obtain an inte-
gral as part of practicing mathematical techniques, the 
mismatch in units may not a relevant issue. If, howev-
er, this sort of activity is designed to prepare students 
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for the use of math in science classes, and what results 
is that students learn to ignore units and attend only to 
numerical value, the units become pedagogically if not 
mathematically significant. 
 
The population density of trout in a stream is 
 ! ! =    1 + !!! + 1 
 
where r is measured in trout per mile and x is meas-
ured in miles. x runs from 0 to 10. 
(a) Write an expression for the total number of trout 
in the stream. Do not compute it. 
(b) ...  
Fig. 2. A final exam problem from an introductory calculus 
course. 
 
In efforts to make IPLS courses more connected to 
needs of biology students, consideration of authentici-
ty will require unpacking the different ends for which 
the disciplines can use the same or similar tools. This 
examination will help clarify how scientific disciplines 
and subdisciplines can support the goals and purposes 
of each other. Understanding how physics and mathe-
matics can be used in the service of biological under-
standing will point instructors toward productive con-
nections to biologically-authentic activities. Further-
more, understanding the ends to which a tool is used 
will guide how to use it. 
How to use these tools 
To understand how disciplines use tools dif-
ferently, we can first examine how they may at-
tend to different characteristics of a tool. With an 
equation, for example, a physicist may attend on-
ly to the leading terms to understand the physical 
implications, while a mathematician, in search of 
greater precision, may be more likely to attend to 
the higher order terms. We can describe how 
physicists and mathematicians use an equation 
differently partly by what characteristics they at-
tend to in their use in given contexts.3 
Furthermore, different manipulations of a 
tool can determine its use. Manipulating algebraic 
variables versus describing the qualitative de-
pendencies—these different operations create 
different products and have different meanings, 
                                                      
3 Of course, it is not as though physicists never attend to higher-
order terms and mathematicians never use linearized equations, but 
that in given contexts and problems, there are occasions in which 
physicists and mathematicians will attend to different aspects of the 
same equation. 
which are embedded in and contribute to the con-
texts and culture of their use. Evaluating whether 
or not the tool was used appropriately will depend 
on the discipline and the nature of the behaviors 
and activities that have been and are being en-
dorsed in the community. 
As touched upon above, different science 
disciplines share many features of tool use and 
the disciplinary boundaries are often blurred 
when using the same tool. However, the different 
combinations and weightings of these various 
features—what tools are used, how they are used, 
for what purposes, and how to evaluate their 
use—are centrally grounded in the epistemologies 
of the disciplines. Moreover, within a large and 
diverse discipline like biology, there is a great 
deal of variability among the subdisciplines such 
as evolutionary biology and molecular biology. 
Navigating the different ways in which a tool can 
be used — and figuring out the appropriate use in 
the many contexts encountered in the undergrad-
uate science curriculum — is no easy task. There-
fore, understanding how tools can be used differ-
ently to build knowledge will enable instructors 
to help their students engage in the authentic ac-
tivities of the different sciences. Furthermore, 
unpacking the different ways the same tools can 
be used in physics and in biology provides us a 
lens that can be used to view the different mes-
sages, activities, and problems found throughout 
the undergraduate science curriculum.  
Looking back to the cheetah-pronghorn 
problem, many physicists would describe solving 
part (B) of the problem as being physically au-
thentic, reflecting several aspects of the culture of 
physics. However, there are important elements 
missing that biologists would look for to consider 
it biologically authentic. Although there is a 
backdrop of biology in that living organisms are 
being considered, this problem does not demand 
that students engage in using mathematical and 
physical tools for biological ends. This problem 
could be situated in a broader discussion on co-
evolution in predator-prey relations, thus increas-
ing the biological authenticity of the activity of 
solving it. In fact, these physics tools and ways of 
using these tools are important in thinking about 
natural selection and other biological problems.4  
                                                      
4 An updated IPLS problem addressing some aspects of biological 
authenticity can be found at: 
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However, this problem was one in a collection of 
kinematics exam problems in a physics course not 
explicitly focused on bridging the biology and 
physics in meaningful ways. These contextual 
factors all reduce the likelihood that students 
would engage in meaningful activities connecting 
the physics to biology.   
As the community turns to reform IPLS courses, it 
becomes imperative to recognize and understand how 
to support biologically-authentic activities. However, 
it is not that these activities should replace the physics-
authentic activities. Rather, biological authenticity 
should be used as necessary to help students under-
stand disciplinary differences and build bridges be-
tween the various disciplinary practices of biology and 
physics. In the next sections, we apply our framework 
on authenticity as a first step in understanding how 
biology courses ask students to authentically use the 
tools of physics and how students respond to these 
uses. 
METHODS: EXAMINING  
AN INTRODUCTORY BIOLOGY COURSE  
USING MATH AND PHYSICS 
A. Course description 
We examine a reformed introductory biology 
course, focusing on how the instructors asked 
students to use mathematics and physics and what 
messages may be conveyed about their use. The 
course under study, Principles of Biology III: Or-
ganismal Biology (Org Bio), is the third and last 
course in an introductory biological sciences se-
quence at University of Maryland. The online 
catalog describes the course as covering “the di-
versity, structure, and function of organisms as 
understood from the perspective of their common 
physicochemical principles and unique evolution-
ary histories.” The prerequisites are the two pre-
ceding courses — or AP credits for these courses 
— covering topics in cellular and molecular biol-
ogy and ecological and evolutionary biology. 
Org Bio is a relatively new course at the 
University of Maryland, developed by the faculty 
to provide a broader perspective on organisms, 
connecting to and building on the two prior 
courses. While traditional curricula for this course 
typically march students through the phyla one-
by-one, discussing the characteristic features and 
                                                                                   
http://umdberg.pbworks.com/w/page/44332396/The%20cat%20and
%20the%20antelope  
functions of each, this course was developed to 
teach general guiding principles of biology that 
can be used to understand the differences and 
commonalities among organisms. The principle 
most relevant to the use of mathematics and phys-
ics is: “Common physical and chemical principles 
govern all life and nonlife.” The instructors of 
this course weave in mathematics, physics, and 
chemistry as part of an organizing framework to 
understand organismal diversity.  
In addition to the curricular reforms adopted 
by the Biological Sciences department, the two 
courses we examine were also undergoing peda-
gogical reforms to actively engage students 
around key concepts, particularly those involving 
mathematics and physics. The courses met for 50 
minutes three times a week. Approximately one-
third of the class sessions were devoted to small-
group, active-engagement activities. The remain-
ing two-thirds were primarily lecture-based, with 
a small number of clicker questions supplement-
ing the presentations.  
Both of the courses we examined were 
taught by the same two instructors — a plant de-
velopmental biologist and animal evolutionary 
biologist. The first course was taught in the spring 
of 2010, with 147 students registered. During the 
small-group activities, the course was split into 
two sections of around 75 students each meeting 
at different times. The second course, taught in 
fall of 2010, was denoted as an honors course, but 
retained the same content and structure of the first 
course. This second course was smaller; only 
eighty students were registered so that the class 
was not split for small-group activities. 
In Table 1 we show the demographics of 
both courses, noting that the honors fall course 
primarily contained freshman students who re-
ceived AP credit for both pre-requisites, while the 
spring course was a mix of freshman and sopho-
mores.  
 
 spring 2010 fall 2010 (hon-
ors) 
N 147 80 
freshman 13% 71% 
sophomore 64% 21% 
junior 18% 5% 
senior 5% 3% 
transfer 26% 0% 
Table I. Demographics of students enrolled in Org Bio in 
spring and fall 2010. 
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Instructor data collection and analysis 
To investigate the ways in which these in-
structors asked students to use physics and math-
ematics in this course, we examined the group 
activity worksheets, homework assignments, and 
exam problems. For the spring semester, one re-
searcher attended approximately one-third of the 
classes, while in the fall, one or two researchers 
attended all class sessions. These observations 
were used to inform our understanding of the 
context in which the homework and exam prob-
lems were assigned. 
To categorize the different uses of mathe-
matics and physics, we first looked at a handful 
of the homework assignments and exam prob-
lems, noting patterns across statements and 
prompts. In this analysis we looked at the nature 
of reasoning practices and problem solving that 
likely would be elicited by the prompts, particu-
larly to construct “correct” responses; we triangu-
lated this with students’ written responses and 
analysis of student interviews.  We recognize the 
methodological limitations of this approach. 
While we cannot consider the full range of activi-
ties in which the students actually engaged as 
they were solving the problems, we are able to 
observe student responses in a variety of contexts.  
Once we found some consistencies across 
items, we developed coding categories that re-
flected the patterns we observed about the use 
physics and mathematics. With these categories 
established, we expanded our field to include all 
the worksheets, homework assignments, and ex-
am problems involving mathematics or physics in 
the two semesters under study, for a total of sev-
enty-five questions analyzed. These categories 
were not mutually exclusive and questions could 
be placed in multiple categories. We refined our 
categories based on the inclusion of more data 
and then looked at how these items in each cate-
gory were distributed with respect to the assign-
ments, the course, and the other categories. 
Student data collection and analysis 
In addition to investigating the ways in 
which instructors asked students to use mathe-
matics and physics, we also examine students’ 
responses to these tasks. In both semesters, we 
sent emails recruiting students to participate in 
one-hour interviews to discuss the course and 
biology learning in general. In addition, as we 
were trying to capture a range of students’ re-
sponses to this course, we purposefully asked 
students whose participation in class reflected 
differing opinions toward the course philosophy 
and inclusion of mathematics and physics. The 
interviews were loosely-structured and designed 
to get students to talk qualitatively about their 
experiences in the course and specific content that 
had been taught, including reviewing old exam 
questions. Each student received $10 per inter-
view. 
We selected two student interviews to pre-
sent here as they contained detailed, but differing 
responses to utility and relatedness of mathemat-
ics and physics in biology. Both students, Jenny 
and Ashlyn, performed well in their respective 
Org Bio course (B and B+, respectively). Jenny 
took the honors version in the fall of her sopho-
more year, while Ashlyn received AP credit and 
was able to take the course in the spring of her 
freshman year. Each interview was videotaped 
and transcribed. We focused on smaller clips in 
the interview that concerned the inclusion of math 
and physics. Our qualitative analysis began with 
discussions of the interview clips in research 
group meetings and continued with in-depth writ-
ten descriptions of the discourse that were refined 
in several iterations among the authors. 
RESULTS: HOW DO THESE 
INSTRUCTORS ASK STUDENTS TO USE 
MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS? 
We developed four categories to organize the var-
ious exam and homework questions that incorpo-
rated physics and/or mathematics. Each category 
incorporated different sets of activities with 
mathematical or physical tools, therefore convey-
ing different messages about how biology stu-
dents should use mathematics and physics. These 
categories are based on the epistemological na-
ture of reasoning elicited from students engaged 
with the problem solving, rather than on what 
hierarchical level of thought the questions might 
be designed to elicit. Our focus is on the student 
behavior in interaction with the learning objec-
tives. We maintain that this range of reasoning 
has its place in undergraduate science courses. 
We unpack these categories here, using our lens 
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for understanding authenticity by what tools are 
used, how they are used, and to what ends. 
Recalling 
Several questions on homework and exams 
asked students to recall and state the physical 
laws or mathematical relationships. These items 
may have asked students to report the physical 
laws outright, such as this exam subquestion: 
Write a concise statement describing the Se-
cond Law.  If you cite an equation, do not 
neglect to define the terms and indicate the 
circumstances for applying the equation, if 
appropriate. (fall exam 1, question 5A) 
To answer this item, students must recall the 
Second Law of Thermodynamics and define the 
relevant terms. While later parts of this question 
asked students to relate or apply the law in a bio-
logical context, this subquestion may convey that 
part of what biology students need to with phys-
ics is recall the relevant laws. Other items asked 
students to describe or draw the graph of the 
mathematical relationships, without an equation 
given. For example, on an exam students were 
asked: 
In the graph at right, sketch the relationship 
between volume vs. length (solid line) and 
surface area vs. length (dashed line).  As-
sume that shape does not change with in-
creasing length. (spring exam 3, question 
2A) 
Students must remember that volume grows as 
length cubed and area as length squared, then 
graph the respective relationships or they must 
recall the different shapes of the lines represent-
ing volume versus length and surface area versus 
length. Either way, an important component of 
this problem is simply recalling the relationship. 
Again, this question could send the message that 
the physical laws or mathematical relationships 
are things that biology students need to know, 
without the use of outside materials.  
In addition to knowing the specific physical 
laws and mathematical relationships, several 
questions asked students to know relevant biolog-
ical facts that are entwined with or dependent up-
on physics and mathematics. In these questions, 
physics and/or mathematics provide the necessary 
motivation, context, or details for knowing rele-
vant biological concepts. For example, this exam 
question asked students to state the details of the 
energy transformations of the sodium potassium 
exchange pump in cells: 
Molecules carry out the energy transfor-
mations of life.  Describe the specific energy 
transformations that are directly carried out 
by the Na+/K+ pump. (spring exam 3, ques-
tion 4A)  
While students were not asked explicitly about 
the relevant physical laws, physics is woven into 
the biological details that students needed to write 
down to answer this question. Students needed to 
know the specific forms of energy transformation 
and how that relates to the active transport of ions 
in and out of the cell. Like the previous examples, 
this question sends the message that students need 
to recall specific concepts, but in this case those 
concepts incorporate both physical and biological 
knowledge.  
Questions in the recalling category did not 
ask students to use physical and mathematical 
tools in meaningful ways, but instead asked them 
to recall them, characterize them, or know how 
they combine them with various biological tools. 
While these questions do not give much insight in 
tool use, they highlight the importance of what 
mathematical and physical ideas biology students 
are told they need to have at their disposal, which 
may not always be the same tools that are taught 
in introductory mathematics or physics courses. 
Furthermore, several questions in this category 
illustrate how both mathematical and physical 
tools can be modified by and help modify biolog-
ical tools, either by merging tools from different 
disciplines or by specifying the broader context in 
which other tools are learned and used. 
Synthesizing data 
In a few of the in-class small-group activi-
ties, students were asked to collect or organize 
data concerning different physical laws or math-
ematical relationships. For example, to under-
stand diffusion, students observed a computer 
simulation portraying random movement of parti-
cles. At the start of the simulation, the particles 
were clumped at the center of the screen; then the 
particles were allowed to move randomly, with 
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the net result that they tend to spread. Students 
collected data on the number of particles, their 
distance from center, and time. The students sent 
these data to an online spreadsheet in class and 
then the instructor connected the resulting graphs 
to the different laws of diffusion. As part of their 
homework related to this activity, students were 
asked to synthesize these data again for them-
selves:  
On graph paper, plot the data from the simu-
lations attempting to relate the concentra-
tion gradient and diffusion rate.  Describe 
the curve seen in your graph, and relate that 
curve to Fick’s First Law. (fall homework 2, 
question 1)  
Students needed to use the class data to con-
struct a graphical representation, then relate that 
representation to the mathematical representation 
of a physical law, Fick’s First Law5, that they 
were taught in class. To synthesize their data, stu-
dents had to use physical and mathematical tools 
to develop and compare representations, which 
differed from just knowing these tools outright in 
the last category. As in the in-class activity, this 
homework question may send the message that 
physics and mathematics can be used to make 
sense of data that are relevant to biology. This use 
of the physical and mathematical tools often is 
found in introductory physics and mathematics 
courses, pointing to overlap in practices across 
the science disciplines. 
Calculating 
This subset of questions was primarily about 
use of equations. These items involved the ma-
nipulation of different variables and numbers, 
often to obtain a numerical answer. For example, 
there were several homework and exam problems 
asking students to calculate the time it takes mol-
ecules to diffuse given distances, such as this one: 
Flatworms lack circulatory systems so that 
O2 can only diffuse in their bodies.  Assum-
ing a body width of 2.5 cm and a thickness of 
1 mm (corresponding to a diffusive distance 
of 0.5 mm), how much time does it take O2 to 
                                                      
5 Fick’s First Law, where J is the rate of flux of particles, D is the 
diffusion coefficient, and ∆C/∆x is the concentration gradient. 
diffuse to the center of their bodies?(fall and 
spring homework 2, question 4A) 
To answer this question, students needed to plug 
the relevant numbers into an equation discussed 
in class: 
 ! = !!!!, 
 
where t is time, D is the diffusion coefficient, and 
x is distance. This question mirrors plug-and-chug 
questions in mathematics and physics courses; it 
asks students to quantitatively manipulate and 
insert numbers into the equation to calculate a 
numerical answer. In thinking about the authentic 
activities of biology, many questions in this cate-
gory also show the overlap in tool use across bi-
ology, mathematics, and physics. 
In addition to the quantitative calculations, 
we found a few questions that asked students to 
reason differently with equations: 
Circle the correct answers to describe the 
mathematical properties of Fick’s First Law. 
A. If concentration gradient (ΔC/Δx) in-
creases, then the diffusion rate (J) must:  in-
crease, decrease or remain the same.  
B. If concentration gradient (ΔC/Δx) de-
creases, then the diffusion rate (J) must: in-
crease, decrease, or remain the same.  
C. A certain concentration gradient for a 
low molecular weight molecule should result 
in a: 1) higher, 2) equal, or 3) lower diffu-
sion rate than the same concentration gradi-
ent of high molecular weight molecule.  
(fall homework 2, question 2) 
Instead of calculating a numerical answer, 
students are asked to qualitatively reason about 
the equation. Students must manipulate the tool 
— Fick’s First Law — differently than the plug-
and-chug of the previous question. They must use 
the equation to qualitatively determine the pro-
portionalities of different variables. 
Making sense of biological phenomena 
Our last category of items was the most 
prevalent; about half of the homework and exam 
questions were labeled as using mathematics and 
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physics to make sense of biological phenomena. 
In this organismal biology course, these tools 
were used to enhance understanding of the struc-
ture, function, and evolution of organismal char-
acteristics. For example, the physical and mathe-
matical tools of lever mechanics, plus the me-
chanical design of the skeletal-muscular system, 
can be used to understand the advantages of a 
kangaroo’s hop: 
As kangaroos move from a slow walk to a 
faster walk their oxygen consumption per 
time increases. As kangaroos move from 
walking to hopping, their oxygen consump-
tion actually goes down as they go faster. 
How can this be? (fall homework 6, question 
3) 
To answer this question, students needed to 
use the physics they had learned in class to exam-
ine the in- and out-levers for kangaroo legs, and 
the ability of those legs to store energy as com-
pressed springs. The conceptual and mathemati-
cal tools allowed for greater insight into the struc-
ture and function of kangaroo legs and the physi-
cal consequences for the breathing rate of these 
organisms. Unlike the previous categories of 
questions, in which students were asked to use the 
mathematics and/or physics to make sense of ex-
perimental data or to calculate numerical answers, 
this question asked students to use physics to bet-
ter understand organismal biology.  
Several sense-making questions followed 
questions from earlier categories, such as re-
calling or calculating. For example, after the cal-
culating homework question concerning diffusion 
in flatworms, students had to perform similar cal-
culations for a roundworm and then were posed 
this question: 
Using the answers above, describe the con-
straints that the diffusion of O2 places on the 
size and shape of these worms, and how they 
overcome those constraints. (spring and fall 
homework 2, question 4C) 
Students were asked to use the results of 
their calculations to better understand how phys-
ics relates to the structure and function of worms. 
To answer this question, they had to apply their 
earlier calculations on how long it would take 
oxygen to diffuse to the center of the two differ-
ent worms and consider the impact of these dif-
ferent times on an organism’s ability to survive. 
The question also asked students to describe what 
structures have evolved that overcome the con-
straints that diffusion imposes. Larger organisms 
would have to endure restrictively long times for 
oxygen to reach the center of their bodies through 
simple diffusion and the circulatory systems al-
low for oxygen to reach to the center more quick-
ly. Therefore, thicker worms, such as the round-
worm, have a selective advantage if they have 
circulatory systems, while thinner worms, such as 
the flatworm, are not subject to such selective 
constraints since diffusion allows oxygen to reach 
the center their bodies in a reasonable length of 
time. Therefore, in addition to providing greater 
understanding of structure and function of worms, 
this question may convey that physics and math-
ematics can offer insight into organismal diversi-
ty. 
In both the kangaroo and worm questions, 
students had to use the tools of mathematics and 
physics for different ends than how these tools are 
used typically in a physics or mathematics course. 
Unlike the cheetah-pronghorn problem in our in-
troduction, in these questions physics is used in 
service of understanding biological phenomena, 
not just the physical situation. Tying back to dis-
ciplinary authenticity, these problems reflect the 
authentic activities of biology by using mathe-
matical and physical tools for uniquely biological 
ends.  
As a consequence of using these tools for 
uniquely biological purposes, there are also dif-
ferences in how students are asked to use the 
tools in this category. In the following question, 
students are asked to manipulate the equation dif-
ferently than when obtaining numerical answers:  
The Hagen-Poiseuille equation (V/t) = 
(∆p/R) can be used to compare the general 
features of the circulatory systems of trees 
vs. mammals. Using the variables in this 
equation, explain how the circulatory system 
of mammals is able to generate a higher flow 
rate than the circulatory systems of trees 
(fall exam 3, question 2A). 
To answer this question, students needed to 
dissect the equation to understand the role each 
variable plays in the rate of flow through a cylin-
drical pipe. Therefore, the necessary manipula-
tions of this mathematical tool are less like the 
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typical calculating problems, but more like the 
qualitative reasoning problem described in the 
previous section. Instead of moving variables 
around or plugging in numbers, students have to 
relate the different variables to the biological sys-
tem and figure out the necessary proportionalities.  
Furthermore, the purpose of the tool use can 
change which features of the tool become salient. 
The next exam question shows this more explicit-
ly. Students were asked to attend to the variables 
most relevant to understanding flow in large or-
ganisms: 
Vertebrates (and most other large animals) 
have separate ventilatory and circulatory 
systems, each with their own pumps for mov-
ing fluids/gases.  Gas exchange between the 
two systems depends on diffusion, as de-
scribed by the Fick equation: Flow (JA) = -
D*A (∆pp/∆x). For which variable in the 
Fick Equation is the presence of two pumps 
(circulatory and ventilatory) most relevant?  
Why? How does the presence of the two 
pumps facilitate gas exchange? (fall exam 3, 
question 1A) 
Instead of thinking of the equation holistical-
ly, as would be needed to describe the physical 
phenomena of diffusion, this question asked stu-
dents to focus on the relevant variables to under-
stand the biological phenomena. The selective 
attention to different characteristics of Fick’s Law 
points to a distinctive use of the tool, highlighting 
the different ways in which these biology students 
were asked to use equations.  
These types of questions represent much of 
the authentic activities that students were asked to 
engage in when using mathematical and physical 
tools in this biology course. While we only exam-
ined one introductory biology course that focused 
on organismal diversity, the differences we found 
between the biologically-authentic problems and 
typical physics problems — such as the cheetah-
pronghorn problem — emphasize the disciplinary 
specificity of scientific epistemology, even when 
using the same tools. 
WHAT DO THESE USES  
OF MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS  
MEAN FOR STUDENTS? 
Recognizing that different scientific disciplines 
may contextualize and interpret activities as au-
thentic in differing ways has significant implica-
tions for course development, especially for 
courses that serve other disciplines effectively 
(such as a physics or math course for biologists) 
and courses that effectively integrate disciplines 
(such as a biology course that incorporates math 
or physics). Considerations of authenticity are not 
solely bound to the disciplines, however.  In order 
to develop effectively integrated courses, it is also 
important to understand how instructors and stu-
dents interpret and respond to the authenticity of 
activities [29], [30]. 
Students often bring into their classes ideas 
about the nature of the knowledge they are learn-
ing and what they have to do to learn it — and 
these ideas may conflict with the instructor’s 
goals for student learning [13]. Hutchinson [18] 
offers epistemological authenticity as a useful 
focus in the classroom for bridging strict discipli-
nary authenticity with personal authenticity, the 
sense the student is making of her or his activities 
independent of the discipline. Among their argu-
ments is that students’ framing of their activities 
influences the ways in which they engage and 
participate in classroom activities, and attending 
to how students do this can yield important in-
sights for instruction.  
In this section, we begin to address the im-
portance of better understanding and attending to 
students’ perspectives on activities that cross dis-
ciplinary boundaries. To do so, we draw on inter-
view data from two students enrolled in the or-
ganismal biology course described above, which 
was designed to include more physics and math.  
The interviews reveal interesting differences in 
the ways in which the students responded to, par-
ticipated in, and framed these expanded and mul-
ti-disciplinary practices. Below we consider how 
these students approached mathematics and phys-
ics when asked to use tools in biology-authentic 
ways, in order to highlight their sense of the rela-
tionships among the relevant disciplines. 
Jenny: Understanding physics  
helps in understanding evolution 
We first consider the case of Jenny, a soph-
omore ecology major, to highlight the possibili-
ties for student epistemologies when using math-
ematics and physics in biologically-authentic 
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problems. She took Organismal Biology in the 
first semester of her sophomore year and was in-
terviewed three-quarters of the way through the 
course. Her interview comments reflect not only 
her ideas about the interdisciplinary connections 
and complements in the course, but also how her 
ideas have changed as a result of engaging with 
math, physics, and biology in biologically-
authentic ways. We chose her interview to pre-
sent here because she reflects what we believe is 
representative of what many biology students 
think about physics and mathematics after tradi-
tional science instruction – that biology and phys-
ics are separate disciplines with little overlap or 
relevance to each other.  However, the shifts that 
she notes as a result of her experience in Org Bio 
show how sophisticated biology students can be 
in their understanding of how mathematics and 
physics can be used to better understand biologi-
cal phenomena. 
Throughout the interview, Jenny talked 
about how she thought her Organismal Biology 
course was different in how it helped make more 
explicit the connections among concepts and dis-
ciplines, in contrast to her previous biology 
courses. She highlighted the different principles 
of the course, describing how they helped organ-
ize the biological ideas and provide a framework 
for understanding evolution. After discussing the 
importance of phylogenies and the concept of 
“common ancestors,” Jenny volunteered her ideas 
about mathematics and physics in the course: 
Jenny: What also made this really different 
from the AP biology course is that they've 
used physics and math a lot more. There was 
that survey that we had to take at the begin-
ning and before we had really started any-
thing in this class and I thought: “Physics 
and math?! Oh those are completely sepa-
rate. They don't have anything to do with bi-
ology. What are you talking about?” But in 
this course...I've really been amazed at how 
many different physics principles and how 
much more math there is involved than what 
I thought there was. I knew that...we had 
used a bit of math in biology [in my AP 
course] but it was just sort of “oh they threw 
math in here, what is this?”  
Jenny talked about what her earlier thoughts were 
about the use of physics and math in biology. She 
didn’t think that biology had “anything to do 
with” physics and math. She recalled how previ-
ous uses of math in biology felt disconnected 
from the rest of biology, just thrown in to the 
course. These ideas about math and physics in 
biology are not uncommon. Pre-course survey 
results suggest that many introductory biology 
students do not see the connection between biolo-
gy and math or physics [31]. Furthermore, the 
treatment of math and physics in biology text-
books often mirrors Jenny’s recollection of her 
AP biology course: the math is put in a box to the 
side of the main discussion about biology, set 
apart from the text.  Despite her earlier per-
ception about these disciplinary connections, she 
reported that her experiences in this organismal 
biology course helped her develop new ideas 
about how math and physics can be used and 
what it affords in biology: 
Jenny: But in this case, they've used physics 
to explain a lot of the different things so 
that's been I think the big focus in the class 
is that there's unity and diversity and you 
have to figure out how to reconcile those two 
different things because you have the unity 
from evolution from the genetics. So you 
know that the genetics are similar and 
there's that unity because all the DNA...You 
can switch DNA in different animals but it's 
all still the same code. But then when you 
take different physical principles, that's 
where you're going to have different...where 
you're going to have evolutionary changes. 
Like the dolphins and cows, for example, be-
cause there's so many different principles of 
physics involved with living in those different 
habitats. Air versus water...so you know that 
they would have had to have developed dif-
ferent characteristics. 
In contrast to her earlier experiences with math 
and physics in biology, Jenny described how the 
instructors in her organismal biology class linked 
physics with the broader principles of unity and 
diversity in organismal development. She ex-
plained how unity can be understood from think-
ing about genetics and evolution. Because organ-
isms share so much of the same genomic heritage, 
there will be similarities among them from their 
common ancestor. However, to understand the 
diversity in organisms, Jenny talked about the 
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role of the environment, specifically how differ-
ent ecosystems can provide the selective pres-
sures resulting in evolutionary changes in organ-
isms. She described how physical principles can 
shed light on the constraints that different envi-
ronments pose for organisms, thus providing in-
sight into the diversity in form and function of 
organismal characteristics. In her account, phys-
ics was an integral part of her perspective of or-
ganismal biology. Her main point: Understanding 
physical principles helps in understanding evolu-
tion. 
At this point in the interview, Jenny had de-
scribed differences in her general attitude toward 
the role of math and physics in biology, providing 
an overview of what she thought about biology 
and physics, without going into much detail. In 
this next segment of the interview, Jenny was 
more specific about the physics principles she 
learned in this course and their link to biology: 
Interviewer: And so you liked having that 
addition? 
Jenny: Yeah I mean I'm not a huge fan of 
physics but I thought it was sort of “Oh, we 
don't need to know about that. What's the 
point of bothering with physics in a biology 
class?” But using these different things 
with...let's see we've been talking about dif-
fusion now. The physics and the math behind 
diffusion...being able to calculate how much 
time it would take for a molecule to get 
from...It all depends on the distance. So that 
helps them to understand...You've got these 
flatworms that are so flat that they can just 
diffuse everything through their skin to the 
center of their body because they're that 
thin. But when you get animals that are big-
ger and thicker then you know that diffu-
sion's not gonna work so that's when you 
know you have to have circulatory systems 
and different ways of...different gas ex-
change systems. 
So we never really incorporated physics in 
that way...physics and math in that way at 
all...in my AP biology class because it was 
just sort of “OK, so these have diffusion but 
these don't.” That might have been men-
tioned in passing but we never focused on it. 
It wasn't brought up as much. So we just had 
to know that the flatworms have diffusion but 
then roundworms have a circulatory system. 
Here we actually...by being more hands-on 
with it and actually going through the equa-
tions and figuring out that a molecule has to 
go this distance and then calculating how 
much time it takes...Then it clicks, “OK, so 
you know that this is way too much and it 
would take days for a molecule of oxygen so 
they'd be long dead by now so that's why 
they had to develop a circulatory system. 
So that really helped to connect it a lot too 
because in the AP class it was just "OK these 
just need diffusion they're fine but then these 
ones they have to have a circulatory system." 
Here it's connected with the different physics 
principles and actually calculating through 
and actually figuring out...That's why there's 
a circulatory system. That sortofa thing. In-
stead of just learning “OK these do these 
don't.” 
Jenny again referred back to her pre-class atti-
tudes about physics, citing her ideas that it was 
superfluous for understanding biology. She then 
began to recount how principles of diffusion re-
late to organismal development. She described 
that the physics and math “behind diffusion” 
helps her understand the constraints that organism 
face in ion transport and gas exchange. She high-
lighted the relationship between diffusion time 
and distance, claiming that “being able to calcu-
late” helps her to understand the development of 
flatworms and other animals. Different organisms 
evolve in different ways to deal with the physical 
constraints of their environment; understanding 
the physical constraint of diffusion helped her 
explain the selection pressure favoring the origins 
of circulatory and gas exchange systems. 
Beyond helping her understand the biologi-
cal content, Jenny also elaborated how learning 
physics principles helped her change her ap-
proach to learning biology; she explicitly referred 
to the role physics had on her epistemology of 
biology. Instead of learning that some animals 
“have diffusion” and some don’t, the physics 
principles helped her understand why different 
organisms have different methods for circulating 
oxygen throughout the body. In particular, Jenny 
stated that the process of using the equations to 
calculate the time it takes for molecules to diffuse 
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different distances helped her piece together a 
biological explanation for the organismal diversi-
ty. For Jenny, biology became less about memo-
rizing lists and more about constructing a story 
for understanding the evolution of different char-
acteristics and mathematics and physics help her 
build and tell that story.  
While not all of the students in Org Bio were 
as sophisticated or articulate in their ideas about 
the role math and physics has in biology, Jenny 
exemplifies how bridging the disciplines can help 
students develop their understanding of what it 
means to think like a scientist. In Jenny’s case, 
her ideas about what it means to learn biology 
have, in her own estimation, developed through 
using physics and mathematics in biologically-
authentic ways.  
While Jenny expressed a very favorable re-
sponse to the use of mathematics and physics in 
Org Bio, not all of the students were as positive. 
To provide an opposing perspective, we chose the 
case of Ashlyn, a freshman biology major who 
received AP credit for both of the prerequisite 
courses. Ashlyn was interviewed about halfway 
in the spring-semester course, after a small-group 
activity and series of lectures covering diffusion. 
We present her interview comments here as a 
contrast to Jenny’s, but also to highlight some of 
the epistemological challenges that students may 
face as they are asked use mathematics and phys-
ics tools in biology. 
Ashlyn: Equations are for mathematics  
and physics, not biology 
In this interview, Ashlyn revealed that she 
had not taken a biology course in the past year, 
but she said she liked the subject. In particular, 
she talked about how she chose the biology major 
because she thought it was more relevant to the 
real world. Ashlyn contrasted her ideas about bi-
ology with those of chemistry, talking about how 
she appreciated that she could “perceive” biology, 
as compared to chemistry, which she said was 
“under the microscope.”  
Throughout the interview, she mentioned 
that she felt she was struggling in Org Bio, but 
thought the course was interesting and that she 
was “learning all this new stuff, plus… learning 
to see it in a different light.” After talking more 
about her experiences and study habits in the 
course, Ashlyn was asked about the recent use of 
equations in class. She responded that she had 
“blocked out” the equations so far. She elaborated 
on why: 
Ashlyn: I don't like to think of biology in 
terms of numbers and variables.  I feel like 
that's what physics and calculus is for.  So, I 
mean, come time for the exam, obviously I'm 
gonna look at those equations and figure 
them out and memorize them, but I just real-
ly don't like them. 
Interviewer: Ok.  So you've blocked them out 
and you don't like them, keep going. 
Ashlyn: I understand, like, what they're used 
for, what they do, but the actual placement-- 
Interviewer: And that is? 
Ashlyn: -- like for diffusion and gas ex-
change and stuff, but I don't remember pre-
cisely what the variables and what the equa-
tion is. 
In the first part of the quote, Ashlyn voiced 
her distaste for the use of equations in biology. 
She drew disciplinary boundaries around what 
tools are used — equations, with numbers and 
variables, are the tools of physics and mathemat-
ics, not biology. Ashlyn then talked about how 
she used these tools in this biology course: she 
had to figure out and memorize the equations for 
the exam.6 She elaborated that she knew the pur-
poses of the equation, but struggled with knowing 
exact details of the tool itself. In this segment, the 
use of equations that Ashlyn focused on was re-
calling specific aspects of the tool, such as the 
definitions of the variables.  She expanded further 
on the details that she felt she needed to know: 
Interviewer: Is it a matter of memorizing the 
variables that's a problem for you? 
Ashlyn:  It's memorizing how they fit togeth-
er.  If you give me, like, for example, like, the 
diffusion equation on the last exam, if you 
                                                      
6 Her use of “obviously” is interesting here. Although she doesn’t 
like the equations or think that they are part of biology, she states 
that she will (obviously) engage with them for the exam. It also 
could be that what is obvious is what she needs to do with the equa-
tions to be successful: recognize and memorize them. She also could 
be using “obviously” as a way to interact with the interviewer, sug-
gesting that she thought her expectations would be shared between 
her and the interviewer. 
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gave me the units, I could figure it out for 
the most part, but the equation with the let-
ters that stand for numbers, sometimes I 
can't remember which letters stand for what, 
and where they go, but I do remember, like, 
what goes where.  I know that distance goes 
on top, and the-- 
Interviewer:  You want to draw it? 
Ashlyn:  Hold on.  It was x squared over 2d, 
and distance goes on top and that's the diffu-
sion constant, and I remember that because I 
just looked it at before coming here, but if I 
hadn't done that, then I would just know that 
the distance that it goes travels on top, and I 
would not necessarily remember the letters 
that go in that place, so I guess I have a 
more, like, broad and less detail-oriented 
knowledge of the equations. 
Interviewer: So do you think the equations 
are necessary to understanding how diffu-
sion works? 
Ashlyn:  Kind of, I mean, it's basically a way 
to put it, put the concept into words.  I think 
that's what the only function of the equations 
are.  It's just to help you write it down.  If 
you understand that the distance that it goes 
is on-- like, if you just look at it in terms of 
units even, it would be easier for me to re-
member than just to write down a couple of 
letters.   
Ashlyn elaborated on how it is necessary to 
memorize the placement of the different letters, 
as well as what those letters represent. Interest-
ingly, she claimed to be able to figure out the 
equation if she were given units. In doing so, she 
contrasted two ways of reproducing this tool: (1) 
remembering “what stands for what” and “what 
goes where” and (2) reasoning it out using the 
units or the referents themselves, such as dis-
tance. She talked about how she felt she had a 
broad understanding of the equations, but not the 
knowledge of the details, which is what she 
thought she was expected to recall for the exams.  
Ashlyn also stated that the only function of 
equations is: to “put the concept into words… 
help you write it down.” In contrast to Jenny, who 
spoke about how the equations and physical prin-
ciples could be used to help her better understand 
biology, Ashlyn talked about equations only as 
referents or memory devices for the physical con-
cepts. She claimed that “that’s… the only function 
of the equations.” She continued on to talk about 
diffusion specifically: 
Ashlyn: And like I said, I think that biology 
is just-- it's supposed to be tangible, perceiv-
able, and to put that in terms of letters and 
variables is just very unappealing to me, be-
cause like I said, I think of it as it would 
happen in real life, like if you had a thick 
membrane and you try to put something 
through it, the thicker it is, obviously the 
slower it's gonna go through.  But if you 
want me to think of it as this is x and that's d 
and then this is t, I can't do it.  Like, it's just 
very unappealing to me. 
In this last quote, Ashlyn reiterated her ideas 
about what biology is “supposed to be,” con-
trasting those ideas with her ideas about equa-
tions. She used the example of diffusion to make 
her point. In “real life” —which tied into her ide-
as about biology being tangible and perceivable 
— it is easy to understand that the thicker a 
membrane is, the longer it’s going to take to go 
through. She claimed that using letters and num-
bers to represent this idea is unappealing; it strips 
away the real world from understanding biology. 
Interestingly, the functional relationship — that 
the time-to-diffuse is proportional to the square of 
the distance — was absent in her explanation.  
When talking about this same example, Jen-
ny expressed very different views about the use-
fulness of the diffusion equations. First, she 
talked about different uses of the equations than 
Ashlyn, including using them to calculate the dif-
fusion time for different organisms. Jenny 
claimed that this calculation helped her better 
understand and make connections in biology. The 
quantitative aspects of mathematics and physics 
were powerful for Jenny, while Ashlyn did not 
find that they added to her understanding. 
In this segment of her interview, there are 
several epistemological challenges that Ashlyn 
expressed that were consequential for her re-
sponse to the use of equations in this course. 
First, Ashlyn solely focused on equations as 
something to know or to help recall a given con-
cept. She did not bring up or discuss other uses of 
this tool in Org Bio. Second, she expressed that 
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she saw disciplinary boundaries around the dif-
ferent tools used in the sciences -- equations are 
for physicists and mathematicians, not biologists. 
Finally, she only focused on the qualitative as-
pects of this mathematical tool, not the functional 
relationships which can help further explain the 
physical constraints of diffusion in organisms. 
While later in the interview Ashlyn was more 
positive about the use of mathematics in biology 
— which highlights the context-dependence of 
student ideas — this segment emphasized how 
challenging it can be for students to use mathe-
matics and physics tools across disciplinary lines. 
DISCUSSION 
As undergraduate biology and pre-medical educa-
tion undergoes transformations to meet the chal-
lenges set forth by policy-makers and post-
graduate schools, IPLS instructors and physics 
education researchers must keep up with the 
evolving needs of life-science students. In addi-
tion to examining the content needs of these stu-
dents, the physics education community must also 
attend to the epistemological challenges these 
students face as they use the same concepts and 
tools across scientific disciplines. Understanding 
the authentic practices of biology, physics, and 
mathematics will enable instructors to make ex-
plicit the disciplinary differences and help stu-
dents navigate and make connections between 
these in and out of the classroom. 
While we situate authenticity in the practices 
of experts, we are not advocating that students 
participate in the overt activities of physicists and 
biologists. Instead, we heed the words of Dewey 
in recognizing that classroom activities must 
blend the authentic aspects of the disciplines with 
the experiences and developmental needs of stu-
dents [31]. We are “concerned not with the sub-
ject matter as such, but with the subject matter as 
a related factor in a total and growing experi-
ence.” (p. 30). In this paper, we offer disciplinary 
authenticity as a lens to understand the subject 
matter, recognizing that this is not the only focus 
needed in examining the educational experiences 
of students. We offer an analytical approach for 
unpacking disciplinary authenticity, looking at 
the different ways in which disciplines use tools 
for different scientific ends. We then use this 
framework to analyze an organismal biology 
course, documenting the authentic ways that a 
biology course asked students to use mathematics 
and physics tools. This course used these tools in 
many ways, but the most dominant use was in 
service of understanding biological phenomena 
and processes. Equations were used to help un-
derstand form and function of different biological 
systems and characteristics, while students were 
asked to use physics topics to describe how phys-
ics constrains the evolution of organismal design, 
as well as how physics is exploited in organismal 
function. The physics and mathematics were part 
of a larger endeavor to understand the complex 
world of organismal diversity.  
In contrast, the opening problem with the 
cheetah and pronghorn were in service of under-
standing the relationships between accelerating 
objects and those at constant velocity — valuable 
aspects for understanding the physics of a situa-
tion, but not necessarily the biology. While the 
opening paragraph nods to the broader biological 
context of the predator-prey co-evolution, the 
questions themselves do not demand that students 
engage in the practices of understanding the ad-
vantages and constraints that kinematics offer for 
organisms. This problem is likely constructive for 
helping students learn how to “think like a physi-
cist,” for the reasons described in the earlier anal-
ysis, but does not make the connection to under-
standing how to apply these tools to “think like a 
biologist.” While it might be too much to ask of a 
physics course that it teach students how to “think 
like a biologist”, the multi-disciplinary authentici-
ty perspective does imply that it might be appro-
priate to create physics courses that help biology 
students perceive the authentic biological value of 
learning physics. 
The results from the organismal biology 
course provide insight into how to make these 
connections. For example, after a series of calcu-
lating exercises using Fick’s First Law, the stu-
dents were asked to apply these results to discuss 
how they related to the evolutionary constraints 
on the size and shape of worms. Furthermore, we 
consistently found that the synthesizing and cal-
culating tasks were presented as a part of a larger 
endeavor to understand organismal design. The 
broader situational and course contexts can help 
shape the individual activities in which students 
engage while completing a specific task or an-
swering a question [32], [33]. Our analysis of the 
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cheetah-pronghorn problem in isolation suggested 
that it would not elicit biologically-authentic 
practices from students; taking into account the 
broader context of the exam and the course fur-
ther suggests that the student activities will not be 
meaningfully connected to the biology. We argue 
in this paper that helping students cross discipli-
nary epistemological boundaries will require 
keeping the physics-authentic activities, but tying 
them more authentically to the practices of biolo-
gists. Furthermore, these connections are im-
portant at multiple levels: in the design of indi-
vidual tasks and in considering the broader 
homework/exam and course contexts.  
Alongside the differences we found in disci-
plinary practices between this biology course and 
the typical physics course, we also found differ-
ences in how the students responded to use of 
mathematics and physics tools. Extensive work 
has been conducted in physics education to doc-
ument and describe the expectations, epistemolo-
gies, and attitudes of introductory physics stu-
dents. In particular, many students in introductory 
physics courses express that they see equations as 
disconnected from physics concepts [8], [9], [12]. 
Interestingly, the two organismal biology students 
presented here expressed very different views 
about the relationship between math and physics 
concepts. When Ashlyn expressed negative views 
about the role of physics and mathematics in bi-
ology, it was not because she did not recognize 
the deep conceptual underpinnings of the equa-
tions. In fact, on several occasions she explicitly 
linked the equation as a way to express concepts. 
Instead, she stated that she did not see how the 
equation added value beyond the representing 
conceptual relationships — which is an expecta-
tion not documented in the physics education lit-
erature. This discrepancy is not surprising; re-
search has shown that student epistemologies can 
be context- and discipline-specific [34], [35]. Our 
results from these students’ responses to these 
biologically-authentic activities highlight the 
need for research not just on the variability of 
students’ epistemological expressions, but also on 
the context in which they are expressed. 
Physics educators and education researchers 
have new challenges to meet in order to respond 
to the calls for biology education reform. IPLS 
courses are being updated to include more of the 
physics and mathematics tools that are relevant 
for life-science majors. In this paper, we advocate 
for and take first steps in thinking about this re-
form more broadly, by exploring and making 
connections to the authentic activities of biolo-
gists and by examining student responses to these 
new environments. 
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